LFC Leaders Fellowship Fellows' Fundraiser

Support the next generation of social justice leaders and become a sponsor.
Friday, May 3, 2024  6:30PM  Hilton Phoenix Resort at the Peak

Become a partner in impacting Arizona’s emerging leaders’ effectiveness in planning strategically, using power, communicating a vision of change, leading from their values and making a positive difference in Arizona.

Your investment in LFC will ensure that our programs remain current and relevant, as well as support our scholarship fund for our one-of-a-kind eight month Leaders Fellowship participants.

Support the next generation of social justice change agents to advance equity throughout all Arizona communities.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

01  CIVIC ENGAGEMENT LEVEL: $5,000
Two Tables for 10
Four Complimentary Bottles of Wine
Program Recognition
Website Recognition

02  SOCIAL JUSTICE LEVEL: $2,500
One Table for 10
Two Complimentary Bottles of Wine
Program Recognition
Website Recognition

03  POSITIVE CHANGE LEVEL: $1,000
One Table for 10
One Complimentary Bottle of Wine
Program Recognition
Website Recognition

04  EQUAL OPPORTUNITY LEVEL: $500
One Table for 10
Program Recognition
Website Recognition

INVESTING IN TODAY AND THE FUTURE OF TOMORROW
LFC holds the IRS status of a non-profit 501(c)3, allowing your donation to be tax-deductible.

Our Mission
To provide leaders and emerging leaders with the necessary and effective tools, resources and networks to advance social justice and progressive values in our communities.

GET IN TOUCH
Phone 602 253 0119
Email bethmeyer1@cox.net
www.azleadingforchange.org

CLICK HERE TO BECOME A SPONSOR